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Hello,

what you have in your hands today is The Collection of what we call "awarenesses" - a framework of knowledge which is helping to sculpture

the atlantis° blueprint.

The "awarenesses" are also available to support people on their path to a state of r2 - to help shift their awareness of the world around them.

However The Collection is, just like atlantis° a baby: It needs a lot of care, love and food to grow.

If you are reading this, then I believe you have something to do with atlantis°. I also believe that we are connected, and that we have an

"operational mission" on this planet to fulfil: To support the upgrade of humankind.

This baby and I need your support: Please go inside yourself and ask how you can help and follow your intuition.

Please feel free to reach out and contact me at any time.

Wishing you an interesting read and lots of flove (... flow, love, good energy, positive relationships, good finances).

Ian Williams

Berlin, 10th November 2022

WhatsApp, Signal, Telegram +4915125529123 

Tel. DE: +49 30 2238 1299 | UK: +44 121 400 1170 | US: +1 650 252 1270 

Email: ian.williams@atlantis.today 

Paypal: https://paypal.me/ianlive
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1 Introduction

1. 1 The Initiative

It is being built on concepts which are dependent of our awareness of the world and of the systemic - that part which we cannot see, or

scientifically verify.

1.2 This Brochure

WHAT IT CONTAINS

This brochure contains a short overview of awarenesses which are part of the atlantis° blueprint.

They are statements sketching out the atlantis° (atlantean) awareness of the world and form the framework for other concepts.

An awareness is not necessarily a "belief" which a person can have.

THE WHY

Bundling them together in a separate document allows them to be shared, discussed, referenced and be tracked.

STATUS

This list has a simple form, it is a "seed" and is in a state of development.

STYLE AND WHO IT IS FOR

The style used in this brochure is more of a technical, project language type. 

It is for everybody who has interest in the atlantean fundamentals.

CHANGES

1.3 Symbols / Speak

atlantis° is about upgrading humanity to a new conscious awareness. Of the reality we breath in, of the culture we live, in how we create. Of
wrapping the earth in a collective consciousness. It is an initiative to empower humanity, to support its development and enable a different

type of growth on this planet.

Changes please to:

Editor team email: docs@rrise.org

Within this document words are used as a symbol for a thought, a concept, an idea. Due to the limitations of our language, some symbols have
multiple meanings, with visual and perhaps "negative" emotional anchors. An example is the word "God" - For some it is the divine, for others

it is an old man on a throne who throws people into hell. There are also concepts which the Egi - the chatter box within - also called the Ego or

innervoice which is constantly on air -will not like. Depending on your cultural background, your religious upbringing, your education or

experience, these concepts might cause the Egi to provoke a strong negative reaction within you. Please remember this whilst reading, to

look past the symbol for the contextual meaning, to read the document from a neutral point of view without judgement, with equanimity.

Follow your intuition or gut feelings.

mailto:docs@rrise.org


1.4 Other Resources

OTHER DOCUMENTS

The following documents might be of interest:

Title ItemID Team Link

atlantis° - Conceptual en it11013064 r°Rise link

atlantis° - Why en it11013066 r°Rise link

atlantis° - Objectives en it11013068 r°Rise link

atlantis° - Services (Shorts) en it11013063 coWorld link

atlantis° - Scopes en it11013067 coWorld link

atlantis° - Wishlies en it11013072 atlantis°Today link

r°Rise - Core Directives en it11013019 r°Rise link

r° - Awareness en it11013065 cverse°Center link

co°ism - Elementals en it11013071 almasis link

where "en" = English, "de" = German.

WEB RESOURCES

atlantis°Today: The magazine - The front face of atlantis°. https://atlantis.today

r°Some: For information about the (awe) rsome r°, r1 and r2 mindset shifting. https://rsome.org

coWorld: Coordinating services for atlantis°. https://coworld.org

https://atlantis.today/items/it11013064
https://atlantis.today/items/it11013066
https://atlantis.today/items/it11013068
https://coworld.org/items/it11013063
https://coworld.org/items/it11013067
https://atlantis.today/items/it11013072
https://atlantis.today/items/it11013019
https://atlantis.today/items/it11013065
https://almasis.com/items/it11013071
https://atlantis.today/
https://rsome.org/
https://coworld.org/


2 The Collection

2.1 Our Understanding

2.2 Beliefs

2.3 Conceptual Awareness

2.4 Technological Society

2.5 Diversity

2.6 System exchange

2.7 Abundance

2.8 Online Divine

2.9 The Ego

2.10 Egi

We are aware that a person can be aware of something which others have not yet experienced.

That an awareness can come into being within our consciousness. (i.e. an idea)

That the same awareness can appear somewhere around the world i.e. within our collective consciousness.

That there are many things in our existence which we cannot today scientifically explain or describe (e.g. I am aware that somebody is

looking at me)

That individuals have their own set of beliefs which are to be respected.

That over the last decades our conceptual awareness of the world as we see it has been massively extended via common media.

That concepts change with more awareness (e.g. a glass of water when seen for the first time from above is a circle).

That we are now a technological orientated society (e.g. with concepts such as download, online, apps, updates, avatars).

That systems need diversity for a "healthy" growth.

That closed systems decay in themselves.

That systems need to exchange their awareness of their world for them to perform better (i.e. members of teams).

That abundance builds on diversity.

That the feeling of abundance comes being aware that one's needs are met and from having lots of things to select from.

That we are online with the Divine.

That we are getting information, thoughts.

That the thoughts in general are so quiet that they go under in the basic noise of our thoughts.

That there exists a term for somebody with willpower - The Ego.

That this term is also used for somebody who has an illustrious picture of themselves (e.g. has a big ego)

That this term is also used for the part in us controlling our thoughts

That the term Ego is overtyped - that it has many connotations.

That we have an internal assistant (the chatter box)

That the internal assistant is loud, is always talking, trying to tell us what to do.

That it needs it's own term. We call it the "Egi".

That the Egi feeds us with emotions.

That the Egi's value framework is based on possession, angst, domination.

That the Egi has no idea of what is going to happen in the future.



2.11 Ige

2.12 Divine Instilling

2.13 Interface Divine

2.14 Child & Divine

2.15 Universes

2.16 Realities

2.17 Metaverse

That the Egi thinks that it knows what is best for us, but has no real idea of what is best for us.

That the Egi leads us with a false fictive bright picture of the future.

That we have an internal assistant - which is opposite to the Egi.

That , because it is opposite, we turn the name around. We call it the "Ige". Other names are the Holy Spirit, the Higher Self.

That the Ige is silent, and only does things when asked to do.

That the Ige has an idea of what is going to happen in the future.

That the Ige's value framework is based on sharing, giving, love, patience.

That the value framework is opposite to that of the Egi.

That the Ige is connected to other Iges and the divine.

That the Ige knows what is best for us.

That the Ige can help us, to our advantage.

That the Ige does not paint a picture of the future: That if we want to trust we have to trust in the darkness.

That the Divine can instill the feeling of love in a person's body.

That the feeling of quietness will be instilled when called for.

That a cuddly toy can be used as an interface with the divine - Which we call a "Divi" - Divine Interface.

That the cuddly toy - the cuddly friend - the Divi - is imbued /receives its own personae.

That other people can become aware of the Divi personae.

That many spiritual grown up women have a Divi

That using a Divi as an adult - opens up a channel of communication with the divine.

That children have a close relationship with a cuddly toy - Their cuddly friend.

That children have "Dark Moments" - when they are utterly alone - they have the feeling that their parents don't love them and they

have no human friends.

That the only friend a child has in their Dark Moments are their cuddly friend.

That in a child's Dark Moment the child's Egi goes rampant and has them in control.

That an Operational Safety Mechanism is needed to protect the mental health of that being - the child needs to be coached.

That the Operational Safety Mechanism kicks in and a coaching dialog takes place between the child and the divine.

That the child's cuddly friend acts as an interface to the divine - The Divi.

That the divine can instill the feeling of love in the child.

That the child is later pressurised not to use their Divi by the Egi's of their parents or their peers (e.g. have to grow up)

That the child's "data pathway" to the divine gets neglected, schrinks, grows back.

That our universe is expanding via our senses and due to our wishes.

That there are more universes than the one "universe" we physically live in.

That "universe" as a generic word, or as a stem for a new word, will be used more often as a term to describe another "reality / plane of

existence" in the future.

That there can be other realities (e.g. in Harry Potter, the Muggles are not aware of the reality of the Magician).

That realities exist which may only be accessible to some, for example via their body/mind build, via technical means, via conceptional

awareness.

That we are not necessarily aware of the reality we are in (e.g. is a fish aware of water?)

That a reality can have multiple states. That it depends on the awareness capability of the observer. (e.g. day and night).

That a new form of reality is available - via technical means with virtual worlds, with mixed reality, where the physical and the virtual
are mixed (augumented reality) - the metaverse.



2.18 Emoverse

2.19 Thoughts, Emotions

2.20 Age of Realities

2.21 UR-Reality

2.22 Species

2.23 Systemic

2.24 Connectivity

That the metaverse will be a universe of chances, of connectivity, of services.

That this reality, the metaverse, due to its convenience and spread, will permeate our lives in the future.

That some people will prefer to live in the metaverse - it will be more comfortable to stay at home and live in the metaverse than to go

out.

That there exists another universe where the artifacts of our being and their interrelations are stored.

That from a technological point of view humanity doesn't know how it is constructed, so until we do we shall call it the "emoverse", or
short the "everse".

That events and feelings leave a systemic imprint - that they are stored as artifacts in the emoverse.

That the artifacts in the emoverse have an influence on our daily lives.

That we are allowed to interact with the emoverse and get insights (e.g. via a syscoe/systemic constellation)

That we can clean up and repair some of the damage caused by the egi.

That thoughts exist outside our brains.

That thoughts have their own energy.

That emotions imbue energy on thoughts.

That the thoughts and the effects of emotions collect in the emoverse.

That an "Age of Realities" is dawning on us, in which the individual has access to multiple realities.

That an individual can forget in which reality they are in.

That an individual can get addicted to a reality.

That from a human race perspective the question needs to be answered if individuals need help in being made aware of these realities
so that they can deliberately choose it.

That there is a dual-reality surrounding us - the UR¹-reality - of lack/angst or abundance/love, which we call simply r1 (lack) or r2

(abundance).

That our operational status (i.e. within ourselves) is dependent upon which reality state we are in.

That everybody can actively choose which of these realities they want to live in and this awareness changes their experience of life.

1. UR 

From the German word stem 'ur': primitive, original, or earliest: urtext. denoting someone or something regarded as embodying

the basic or intrinsic qualities of a particular class or type.

That there are other intelligent life forms in this and other universes.

That our conceptual awareness of how advanced we are is limited by our own conceptual awareness of existence.

That there are other life forms which are more advanced than we are.

That we may not be the ultimate living species.

That we are an engineered species, that some greater force is working on us, sculpturing us.

That we are souls with a physical body, living on the planet Earth.

That many of us have been on the earth before.

That each body has fields going through it/surrounding it.

That other entities on this planet have fields.

That these fields transmit information of some kind.

That a person can feel connected with something.



2.25 Time

2.26 Gestalt

2.27 Life and Experience

2.28 Life stories

2.29 Soaps

2.30 Training Plan

2.31 Culture

2.32 Cultureware

2.33 Enhancing Personality

2.34 Identity

That a normal person has no real concept of time. The Egi cannot allow the future as it hasn't happened and it has no control over it.

That a person can be aware "as a truth" of a future event "before" it happens.

That we have created the world around us.

That we have the power to create, to gestalt.

That there are indications that we create as a species our own future.

That everybody has intuition, which when used, contributes to their life experience.

That when three people come together, there combined mental force is stronger than the addition of them (potentiation).

That as souls we are collecting "experiences".

That wholeful experiences come from physical nearness between individuals.

That our lives can be seen as a story.

That each story has elements of learning about life, to experience life.

That our lives can be perceived as a string of stories,

That similar stories are woven through the family generations.

That people like to watch "soap operas" - or simply "soaps" in TV.

That they laugh over mishaps, or identify or even love the characters.

That we can perceive our life stories as "soaps".

That when we perceive our soaps from the outside, that they may also contain aspects of humour.

That there are sources indicating that individual humans are on a training plan.

That when individual soaps are observed there is a pattern of learning.

That the individual training plans are focused on learning to be more patient, letting go, loving, caring.

That in comparison to other intelligent species, culture is humankind's primary asset, which we call "primeware".

That culture is a substance - a woven fabric - a material - to exchange, to create experience, to grow, to gestalt.

That culture is more than the arts - that there is a systemic aspect.

That culture can be classed as a "ware" - We call it "cultureware".

That the difference between different culturewares is their unique identification.

That a family, a relationship, a club, a community, a festival, a value meme, a nation, a religion, are in themselves cultureware.

That each cultureware has its own unique identity.

That each cultureware which a person experiences enhances that persons life's richness.

That the access to different culturewares adds to one's own diversity.

That cultureware offers an identity.

That cultureware (e.g. family, school, church, nation) is the primary building block for our identity.



2.35 Types of Cultureware

2.36 r1 Orientated Identity

2.37 r2 Orientated Cultureware

2.38 The Future is r2 Cultureware

2.39 New names for new concepts

2.40 Cultureware Regions

2.41 Cultureware Area Spread

2.42 Cultureware Regional Classes

2.43 Class Valu-Meme

2.44 Cultureware Empowering Growth

That a cultureware can be of type r1- closed, possessive, exclusion, rejection, or of r2 -open, sharing, integration.

That an r1-Cultureware, with its intrinsic exclusion of others, lack of diversity / constant structure, offers something special - i.e. adds

to the wealth of experience on offer on this planet.

That r2 culturewares - due to their openness, sharing, interaction with others - can grow faster, and be more diverse than an r1

cultureware.

That r2 based culturewares are more "conscious" than r1 cultures.

That r2 culturewares have a different stack of values compared to r1

That r2 culturewares are - due to their diversity, richness, interaction, flow of love - offer more possibilities to enjoy life (bandwidth).

That it would be advantageous for the human race to concentrate on r2 cultureware for it to expand its primeware.

That "r2 cultureware" is a long word to keep saying

That it would advantageous to give it a shorter separate name.

That we call r2 culture "coltur", where "co" = conscious, and leaving off the "e" due to simplification and word correction software
routines.

That we call r2 cultureware "colturware".

That a geographical area can have its own unique culture - that they can be classed as a cultureware.

That these regional culturewares are important for humanity.

That a regional cultureware should be fostered.

That regional cultureware areas can cover several state borders.

That the traditional state or country borders do not necessarily specify a cultureware area.

That these large crossborder cultureware areas need a new term - We call them "regioplexes"

That there are different classes of regional culturewares i.e. The Blackforest in Germany, Hollywood, Silicon Valley

That each class offers a specific collective value'ism, e.g. Hollywood = Motion Picture, Silicon Valley = High Tech.

That new regional cultureware areas and classes can come into existence over time

That cultureware areas offering similar collective value'ism such as Hollywood / Bollywood are somehow special for humankind.

That these areas are growing around the planet i.e. Silicon Valley, Silicon Woods, Silicon...

That they have similar word stems such as ...wood, or Silicon...

That they have a specific value within our consciousness

That we call them "valu-memes"

That valu-memes are stronger in the collective consciousness in value association than a city or a region.

That 'cultureware areas' foster growth within themselves - are good for the growth of the region.



2.45 Transitioning Society

2.46 Brands

2.47 Religions

2.48 Churches

2.49 Language and Concepts

2.50 New Concepts

2.51 Egi Science

2.52 Reference Authority

2.53 Streams of Activities

2.54 Channeled Sources of Knowledge

2.55 Channel limits

That society is transitioning from an r1/Egi possessive/exclusion, to an r2/sharing state.

That brands are cultureware.

That brands can either be r1/Egi possessive/exclusion, to an r2/sharing, inclusion state.

That many young companies already incorporate r2 values - flatter structures, open source, sharing, inclusion, diversity.

That r2 companies are fostering a cultureware around their being which accelerates their growth.

That the UR-reality is the common foundation of most religions.

That religions are cultures in themselves, that they are culturewares.

That culturewares of the type r1-possessive, closed, exclusion, angst driven, are the cause for social strife, violence, deaths, war.

That open culturewares enhance the individuals experience, are good for society, for humanity.

That the church, as controlling instance, defines if a religion is of type r1-exclusion or r2-sharing.

That most churches are inherently of types r1.

That a lot of concepts of our existence are still muddy.

That semantic concepts are embedded in language and are context-sensitive (a phrase or term can often be only be understand in a

specific environment).

That some concepts are dependent on the language and cultural context and can only be translated with extra effort/overload.

That concepts are embedding in the meaning of a knowledge domain.

That a lot of main-stream words are overtyped (many meanings/senses).

That people will take scientific terms such as "Quantum Mechanics" to try to describe something which they feel/know for which there
is as yet no broad-base consensus.

That we need new concepts and words to grow.

That our concepts will change with time.

That new concepts will develop or come into being.

That Science is intrinsically Egi controlled (only the Egi has the absolute truth).

That humanity needs a central place where new terms can be catalogued.

That groups around the world are doing similar activities.

That there are people who can channel information from a different universe / the divine.

That they have been trained by the divine to do that job.

That there are hundreds of sources of knowledge which have been channelled.



2.56 Time Capsules

2.57 Truth

2.58 Trust in Divine

2.59 The Name God

2.60 Computing

2.61 Automation

2.62 System Design

That a broadcaster of information through a human channel has several problems to overcome - the conceptual awareness limits of the

channel, the limits of language, the wish of the Egi to reinterpret the information.

As a comparison it must feel as though we are talking to a 3 year old child and telling him how the combustion engine of a rocket

works, or telling a slug to turn left.

As a reminder to the operative barriers a broadcaster has, we call the language they use "sluggish".

That every piece of channelled information i.e. those of the Bible or those done in the 1980's should be referenced from the aspect of

"sluggish".

That texts where written in the context-understanding-bubble of the author.

That texts are time capsules - written in the context of that time.

That the same author today would write the texts differently due to their expanded conceptual awareness of the world and increased

knowledge.

That the value embedded within that text may be and probably is different today as it was then.

That old texts, with more awareness and in a different context, and from the aspect of "sluggish" can be differently interpreted.

That absolute truth is relative.

That there is a universal power - it is benevolent.

That individuals who are transitioning to an r2 state perceive how things in their lives are effortlessly happening: That their lives are

being orchestrated by some greater force.

That the more you place trust in the universal power, the better life becomes.

That this universal power has several names on this planet e.g. God / Allah.

That some countries trust in God i.e. have as a national motto "In God We Trust", or in court "I swear to God".

That a common universal name would help in bridging the divide between cultures.

That short names are better than longer names to be remembered.

It can be assumed that God herself/himself does not have a specific rule in how he wants to be called.

That a person can call God anyway they want.

That a common name for all religions would be helpful to bridge the divide, to stop r1'ism.

That such a name could be "ga"

That it can be written in small case, as "ga" is an r2'er and serves humanity.

That in the 1940's an expert said that there will only be 5 computers in the world.

That today, 80 years later, 7 billion are in existence - The mobile.

That computing and computing power will make a giant leap in this century with new technology, e.g. quantum computers, AI.

That today we are already modelling the oceans, the weather, the financial markets, war.

That we are tracking people - where they live, talk, buy, read, consume, and can calculate who their partners are, there sexual

preferences.

That today we are creating virtual universes to live in.

That as far as our grandchildren (in the future) are concerned , we are living now in the stone-age.

That advanced species will already have this computing power at their disposal.

That AI today is already surprising humankind in what it can do.

That by 2050 robots will be able to do all the housework, nearly all the manual jobs in industry and society, faster, cheaper.

That as humans started to program, they concentrated on bits and bytes.

That with increasing technical capability, programming became more focused on objects, on doing things.

That today a child can turn on the lights and the heating in a house thousands of miles away via a program - a digital assistant.



2.63 A Cultured Species

2.64 Science

2.65 High Integrative Level Operational Rules (HILOs)

2.66 Comic as Art

That when you build systems you build them using a framework of standard functions and high level system rules.

That our universe is also based on high level system rules.

That it has been indicated in sources that the human species is something special.

That it has been indicated in sources that the past could have had been different to what it is today.

That it has been indicated in sources that the human race has just managed to get by something terrible.

That it has been indicated in sources that it has been considered to apply corrections to our growth path.

That in sources (e.g. Bible), corrections have been done.

That via the sources it can be interpreted that we are being observed and being fostered.

That it can be assumed that humanity is being cultured like in a laboratory.

That when a scientist is growing cell cultures, he grows several at the same time and chooses the best performer.

That the earth is just one of many cultures being grown.

That it has been formulated and indicated in sources that there are multiple parallel universes.

Even our scientists of today are talking of parallel universes.

That there are anomalies in the story of history documented in this physical plane and that remembered by thousands of people
around the world.

That this effect has been given the name "Nelson-Mandela-Effect".

That the Nelson-Mandela-Effect indicates that people are now living in a different time continuum - or universe - compared to the one

years ago.

That we - as souls - might have been reallocated to the better performing universe.

That science is based on logic

That the Egi only allows the owner (i.e. scientist) to propagate concepts which the Egi can accept

That the Egi only accepts the reality of r1

That r2 works differently to r1 - i.e. it works opposite or is on its head.

That science is therefore limited in its expansion, in explaining the world as it is.

It can be postulated / observed that our lives are partly running on classical higher level system rules such as the Law or Attraction,
Abundance, Cause and Effect, Vibration.

That these rules would serve as a calculation framework if we modelled our universe.

That these rules and others (such as the Ug and Gu which we propose) should be brought into the open space and be given a name.

That a simple name such as HILOs would be suitable.

That science is already having to deal with these HILOs to explain such effects as the splitting of a photon and their connectedness, or

the trace of particles being influenced by the human viewer.

That comedy, stage plays, the play with words, is an art form for humans.

That humour is a high art form for humans.

That if a human can have humour, then other life forms could also have humour.

That modelling system or being in charge of a batch of experiments can be boring and creating humour can be fun.

That a thread of humour is sometimes visible in our life soaps.

That threads of humour can be seen woven into generation soaps - woven over decades.

That just as humans compare who has the best comedy show, that our "friends on the other side" are also having fun who can "weave"
the best thread.

That this "weaving" is an art form for the divine.

That weaving and making comedy is one of the highest art forms for the divine.

That we call this divine humour "humesque".


